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argument? Or maybe you just want to know a little more about the

process of how to mine Ethereumhow to mine Ethereum, BitcoinBitcoin, DashDash and other

popular blockchains that use Proof of Work? Either way, you've

come to the right place.

Both of these models are called 'consensus mechanisms', and they

are a current requirementcurrent requirement to confirm transactions that take place

on a blockchain, without the need for a third party. We'll get more

into this soon though.

Anyway, in this Proof of Work VS Proof of Stake guide, I am going to

start by explaining the basics of each modelbasics of each model, followed by which

popular blockchains have adopted them.

Following that, I am then going to give a really simple explanation

about how the technology works and how they allow people to earn

extra cryptocurrency by becoming a miner!

Finally, I will then explain why I believe Proof of Stake is a much

better model than Proof of Work, as well as giving some real-worldreal-world

examplesexamples of each model.

By the end of reading my guide from the start to finish, you will be

able to comfortably explain to your friends what each consensus

mechanism is, how they work and which one is better!

NOTE!NOTE! It's always crucial to keep your cryptocurrencies in secure

wallets, such as Ledger Nano XLedger Nano X, Ledger Nano SLedger Nano S, or Trezor ModelTrezor Model

TT. Also, if you decide to exchange your cryptocurrencies, you should

choose reliable crypto exchangesreliable crypto exchanges. CoinbaseCoinbase and BinanceBinance are

among the most popular and reliable options. 
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trying to do bad things, such as spend the same funds twice?

Although I will explain it in more detail later on, Proof of Work is

based on an advanced form of mathematicsadvanced form of mathematics called

'cryptography'. This is why digital coins like Bitcoin and Ethereum

and called 'cryptocurrencies'!

Cryptography uses mathematical equationsmathematical equations that are so difficult

that only powerful computers can solve themonly powerful computers can solve them. No equation is

ever the same, meaning that once it is solved, the network knows

that the transaction is authentic.

Lots of other blockchains copied the original Bitcoin code and as

such, also use the Proof of Work model. Although Proof of Work is

an amazing invention, it is anything but perfect. Not only does it

need significant amounts of electricitysignificant amounts of electricity, but it is also veryvery

limitedlimited in the number of transactions it can process at the same

time.

As a result, other consensus mechanisms have been created, with

one of the most popular being the Proof of Stake modelProof of Stake model. Proof of

Stake was first created in 2012created in 2012 by two developers called ScottScott

NadalNadal and Sunny KingSunny King. At the time of its launch, the founders

argued that Bitcoin and its Proof of Work model required the

equivalent of $150,000 in daily electricity costs.

Since then, this figure has increased to millions of dollars, which I

will discuss in more detail further down this article.

Anyway, the first-ever blockchain projectfirst-ever blockchain project to use the Proof of

Stake model was PeercoinPeercoin. The initial benefits include a fairerfairer and

more equalmore equal mining system, more scalable transactions and less

reliance on electricity.

As a result, the world’s second most popular cryptocurrency –

EthereumEthereum, is in the process of attempting to move from Proof of

Work to Proof of Stake. The Ethereum Proof of Stake date is yet toyet to
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be confirmedbe confirmed, however, the team is working hard to get there as

quickly as possible.

So, now that you know the basics, the next part of my 'Proof of

Work VS Proof of Stake' guide is going to look at which blockchains

have adopted each of the two models!

PoW Adoption VS PoS AdoptionPoW Adoption VS PoS Adoption
The most obvious starting point is to discuss the original adopteroriginal adopter

of Proof of Work, which is the Bitcoin blockchainBitcoin blockchain. Every time a

transaction is sent, it takes about 10 minutes for the network to

confirm it. Furthermore, the Bitcoin blockchain can only handle

about 7 transactions per secondabout 7 transactions per second.

This has led to transaction fees transaction fees increasing significantly from when

the project first started in 2009started in 2009. For example, Bitcoin fees initially

cost a very small fraction of a cent, which made the network useful

for transferring small amounts. However, as you will see from the

chart belowchart below, this increased to as much as $40 per transactionas much as $40 per transaction

during its busiest period in December 2017!

Source: privacypros.io
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Although these fees have since been reduced, they are still too high

to make it suitable as a global payment systemsuitable as a global payment system. Most of these

issues are mainly due to the limits of Proof of Worklimits of Proof of Work.

The second most popular cryptocurrency in the world, EthereumEthereum

also uses Proof of WorkProof of Work. Interestingly, the developers made a few

changes to the original codeoriginal code, which allowed the network to

process transactions in just 16 secondstransactions in just 16 seconds. Although this isn’t the

fastest in the industry, it is significantly quicker than the 10 minutes

it takes Bitcoin.

Nevertheless, the scalability issuesscalability issues that Proof of Work has caused

Bitcoin is also a problem for Ethereum. The maximum amount ofmaximum amount of

transactionstransactions that the Ethereum blockchain can process is 1515,

which again, is substantially lower than the network needs.

However, although the Ethereum Proof of Stake date isn’t yet

official, it is hoped that it will increase this number to thousands per

second.

Just like Ethereum, other blockchains sometimes use a variation of

Proof of Work by changing the type of algorithm which supportssupports

the transaction validation processthe transaction validation process. Other popular blockchains

that have installed Proof of Work include Bitcoin Cash and Litecoin.
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The Most Liked FindingsThe Most Liked Findings
Looking for more in-depth information on related topics? We have

gathered similar articles for you to spare your time. Take a look!

On the other hand, some really popular cryptocurrencies now use

Proof of StakeProof of Stake. One of these is DashDash, which allows users to send

and receive funds in just a couple of seconds.

Another well-known blockchain that uses the Proof of Stake model

is NEONEO. The Chinese smart contract protocol has had an amazing

journey since it was first launched in 2016, increasing the value of

its coin by more than 100,000%!

So, now that you know which popular blockchains use Proof of

Work and which use Proof of Stake, the next part of my 'Proof of

Work VS Proof of Stake' guide is going to look at how transactionshow transactions

are verifiedare verified. Let’s start with Proof of Work!

https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/dash-wallet
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/tutorials/neo-price-prediction
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Proof of Work: How areProof of Work: How are
Transactions Verified?Transactions Verified?
As you can imagine, thousands of people use BitcoinBitcoin, EthereumEthereum

and otherother blockchainsblockchains that use the Proof of Work modelProof of Work model. In my

example below, I am going to use Bitcoin, however, the process is

the same across alternative Proof of Work blockchains.

I mentioned earlier that Bitcoin transactions take 10 minutestake 10 minutes

before they are confirmed as valid. Well, in each 10-minute interval,

something called a new "block" is created.

Every block contains different transactions within it, which must

each be independently verifiedindependently verified. For the Bitcoin network to

achieve this without a third party, somebody must use their

computational power to solve a cryptographic algorithmsolve a cryptographic algorithm,

otherwise known as Proof of Work.

Once this is achieved, not only is the transaction marked as valid,

but it is also posted to the public blockchain for everybody to view.

You might be wondering why somebody would buy hardware and

consume lots of electricity just to help confirm Bitcoin transactions.

CRYPTO

What is an ICO?What is an ICO?
UnderstandingUnderstanding
Initial CoinInitial Coin
OfferingsOfferings
The complete guide to
understanding what is an
ICO and how do Initial
Coin Offerings work.

CRYPTO

Ethereum PriceEthereum Price
Prediction: WillPrediction: Will
Ethereum Crash?Ethereum Crash?
Read through the
Ethereum price
predictions, and learn
about the cryptocurrency
and its price fluctuations!

CRYPTO

How to Create aHow to Create a
Cryptocurrency:Cryptocurrency:
Tips and TricksTips and Tricks
Wish to know how to
create a cryptocurrency?
Learn top tips on how to
make a cryptocurrency.
Start now & find out how
to create a cryptocurrency
with ease!
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Well, the simple answer is that people are rewarded withrewarded with

additional Bitcoinadditional Bitcoin (or whichever cryptocurrency Proof of Work is

confirming) for their efforts. The important thing to understand is

that not everybody gets a reward. Thousands of individualindividual

devicesdevices all compete to become the first to solve the cryptographic

algorithm. Whoever gets there first, wins the reward.

I’ll talk about this in more detail later on, but one of the major issues

with Proof of Work is that it is not a fair systemnot a fair system, because those

with the most powerfulpowerful and expensive expensive hardware deviceshardware devices will

always have the greatest chance of winning the reward.

Moving on, because of the way that the cryptographic puzzle is

created, the only way that it can be solved is by using trialtrial or errorerror.

Although I have simplified it significantly, take a look at thethe

following examplefollowing example:

1. The Proof of Work mathematical sum = 5+7

2. The answer is 12.

https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/tutorials/what-is-bitcoin-mining
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3. Whoever gets the answer first, wins the mining reward.

4. Miner 1 and Miner 2 compete with each other, with the results

displayed below.

Miner 1

Attempt 1:Attempt 1: 5+7 = 10    *Incorrect*

Attempt 2:Attempt 2: 5+7 = 13    *Incorrect*

Attempt 3:Attempt 3: 5+7 = 9     *Incorrect*

Miner 2

Attempt 1:Attempt 1: 5+7 = 17    *Incorrect*

Attempt 2:Attempt 2: 5+7 = 8     *Incorrect*

Attempt 3:Attempt 3: 5+7 = 12    *Correct*

As you can see from the above example, it was Miner 2 that guessed

the correct answer on the third attempt. That means that they

would have been the miner to get the mining reward! In the real

world, computers can guess millions of differentcomputers can guess millions of different

combinations per second,combinations per second, which requires such a large amount of

electricity.

Generally speaking, the more powerful the hardware is, or the more

hardware devices you have, the more chance you have of solving

the puzzle first. I’ll talk about this in more detailmore detail shortly, but for

these reasons, it is not a fair system.

Before I move on to Proof of Stake, I just wanted to make it clear

that although the above example is similar across most Proof of

Work models, some blockchains use a slightly differentsome blockchains use a slightly different

processprocess. However, let's just keep things simple, shall we?
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Anyway, now you know briefly how mining Ethereum, Bitcoin and

other Proof of Work blockchains operate, the next part of my 'Proof

of Work VS Proof of Stake' guide is going to find out how Proof of

Work works.

Proof of Stake: How areProof of Stake: How are
Transactions Verified?Transactions Verified?
The Proof of Stake modelProof of Stake model uses a different process to confirmdifferent process to confirm

transactionstransactions and reach consensusreach consensus. The system still uses a

cryptographic algorithmcryptographic algorithm, but the objective of the mechanism is

different.

While Proof of Work rewards its miner for solving complex

equations, in Proof of Stake, the individual that creates the nextindividual that creates the next

blockblock is based on how much they have 'staked'. To make things

simple for you, the stake is based on the number of coins the person

has for the particular blockchain they are attempting to mine.

However, technically speaking, individuals aren’t mining. Instead,

they are called 'forgers', because there is no block reward. While

Bitcoin, which uses the Proof of Work model, awards a block

reward every time a new block is verified, those who contribute to

the Proof of Stake system simply earn the transaction feeearn the transaction fee.

Anyway, let’s find out how the 'forger' would attempt to

successfully verify the transaction...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof_of_stake
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Firstly, to have the opportunity to validate transactions, the user

must put their coins into a specific walletmust put their coins into a specific wallet. This wallet freezes

the coins, meaning that they are being used to stake the network.

Most Proofs of Stake blockchains have a minimum requirementminimum requirement

of coinsof coins required to start staking, which of course requires a large

upfront investment.

For example, to validate transactions for the Dash network, you

would be required to stake and freeze a minimum of 1,000 Dashfreeze a minimum of 1,000 Dash

coinscoins. During the cryptocurrency’s all-time high in December 2017,

where Dash reached more than $1,500 a coin, it would have cost

the real-world equivalent of $1.5 million.

Nevertheless, assuming you have staked the required minimum,

your chances of winningchances of winning the reward (transaction fees) is linked to

the total percentage of coins you holdpercentage of coins you hold. Take a look at the

following example.

1. You decide you want to stake coins to earn some Proof of stake

rewards.

2. The blockchain has a total of 1000 coins in circulation.

3. Your purchase and stake 100 coins.

4. This means you have staked 10% of the total coins in circulation.

5. You now have a 10% chance of winning every reward.

So, to clarifyclarify:

Proof of Work Proof of Work requires ALL of its miners to attempt to solve a

complex sum, with the winner determined by the person who

has the most powerful/quantity of hardware devices.

Proof of StakeProof of Stake model randomly chooses the winner based on

the amount they have staked.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof_of_work
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof_of_stake
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Source: blockgeeks

The most important theory supporting the Proof of Staketheory supporting the Proof of Stake

consensusconsensus mechanism is that those who stake are going to want to

help keep the network secure by doing things correctly. If a forger

attempted to hack the network or process malicious transactions,

then they would lose their entire stakewould lose their entire stake.

This is why the model works so well. The more you stake, the more

you earn. But at the same time, the more you lose if you go against

the system.

So, now that you know how each consensus mechanism confirmsconfirms

and validates transactionsvalidates transactions, the next part of my Proof of Work VS

Proof of Stake guide will explain why I believe the Proof of Stake

model is much better than Proof of Work!
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DON'T FORGET! DON'T FORGET! If you own cryptocurrencies, make sure to get a securesecure

and trusted hardware walletand trusted hardware wallet for storing them. Don't know where to

start? Check out Ledger Nano XLedger Nano X and Trezor Model TTrezor Model T, they're known as

the top-rated top-rated cold walletscold wallets. 

Why is Proof of Stake better thanWhy is Proof of Stake better than
Proof of Work?Proof of Work?
I believe that the Proof of Stake model is a much better modelProof of Stake model is a much better model

than Proof of Workthan Proof of Work because it solves lots of issuessolves lots of issues, which I will

now break down for you.

CentralizationCentralization

If you have read my Proof of Work VS Proof of Stake guide up to

this point, you might remember that I said Proof of Work

blockchains give people who purchase powerful hardwarepowerful hardware

devicesdevices a greater chance of winning the mining reward.

What this has resulted in is centralizedcentralized organizations organizations buying

thousands of devices (known as ASIC’s) which generate the highest

mining power. This type of operation is known as a 'mining pool' and

it allows people to 'pool' their resources together to give them the

greatest chance of solving the cryptographic sum first.

https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/ledger-nano-x
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/trezor-model-t
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/tutorials/centralized-vs-decentralized
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Consequently, just four mining pools (of which the majority are

located in China where electricity is cheap) control more thancontrol more than

50% of the total Bitcoin mining power50% of the total Bitcoin mining power.

This is an unfair systemunfair system as it means that the average person has no

chance of ever winning the mining reward. This is where Proof ofProof of

Stake is differentStake is different. This model prevents groups of peopleprevents groups of people

joining forces to dominate the networkjoining forces to dominate the network just to make a profit.

Instead, those who contribute to the network by freezing their

coins are rewarded proportionately to the amount they have

invested.

The next example in this 'Proof of Work VS Proof of Stake' guide is

going to discuss electricity consumption.

Electricity ConsumptionElectricity Consumption

I mentioned earlier in my Proof of Work VS Proof of Stake guide

that some Proof of Work blockchains like Bitcoin use largelarge

amounts of electricityamounts of electricity. This is because the cryptographic sumcryptographic sum

that miners must solve is incredibly difficult.

A recent study found that the total amount of electricitytotal amount of electricity

required to keep the Bitcoin network functional is more than the

amount used by more than 159 individual countriesmore than 159 individual countries!

Not only is this bad for the environment, but it also slows downslows down

the ratethe rate at which cryptocurrencies can increase their real-worldreal-world

adoptionadoption. This is because electricity bills must be paid using fiat

currency!

Did you know?

Have you ever wondered which crypto exchanges are theHave you ever wondered which crypto exchanges are the
best for your trading goals?best for your trading goals?

See & compare TOP3 crypto exchanges side by sideSee & compare TOP3 crypto exchanges side by side

https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/coinbase-vs-binance
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On the other hand, Proof of Stake does not need highly complexdoes not need highly complex

sumssums to be solved, meaning that the electricity costs to verify

transactions are substantially lowersubstantially lower.

51% Attack51% Attack

A 51% attack51% attack is used to describe the unfortunate eventdescribe the unfortunate event that a

group or single person gains more than 50% of the total mining

power. If that happened in a Proof of Work blockchain like Bitcoin,

it would allow the person to make changesallow the person to make changes to a particular block.

If this person was a criminal, they could alter the block for their

gain.

A recent example of a 51% attack happened against the VergeVerge

blockchainblockchain, which allowed the hacker to walk away with 35 million

XVG coins. At the time of the attack, this amounted to a real-worldreal-world

value of $1.75 millionvalue of $1.75 million!

When using a Proof of StakeProof of Stake consensus mechanism, it would notwould not

make financial sensemake financial sense to attempt to perform a 51% attack. For this

to be achieved, the bad actor would need to stake at least 51% of

the total amount of cryptocurrency in circulation. The only way

they could do this is to purchase the coins on the open market.
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GET 50% OFFGET 50% OFF

ProsPros

EDITOR'S PICK
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Protection against physical
damage

+

Supports more than 1500 coins
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+
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If they decided to buy an amount this substantial, then the real-

world value of the coin would increase along the way. As a result,

they would end up spending significantly moreend up spending significantly more than they could

gain from the attack. Not only this but once the rest of the network

had realized what had happened, the bad actor would lose all of

their stakes!

So, now that you know the issues of Proof of Work and how Proof

of Stake solves them, the final part of my Proof of Work vs Proof of

Stake guide is going to discuss whether there are any

disadvantagesdisadvantages to using Proof of Staketo using Proof of Stake!

Disadvantages of the Proof ofDisadvantages of the Proof of
Stake Model?Stake Model?
The first concern when discussing Proof of Stake VS Proof of Work

is the issue that some people have about Proof of Stake helpinghelping

the rich get richerthe rich get richer. This is because the more coins you can afford

to buy, the more coins you can stake and earn.

Think of it like this. If you had enough money to meet the minimum

staking requirement (which most people don’t) then you can

guarantee yourself a very good return on your investmentvery good return on your investment.

Those who have the most money will always have the best chance

of winning the reward, making the rich richer.

However, this is almost no different from the Proof of Workno different from the Proof of Work

consensus mechanism, whereby wealthy miners can simply

purchase thousands of ASIC devices.

The second concern that some people have about Proof of Stake is

that it allows people to verify transactions on multiple chainsverify transactions on multiple chains,

which Proof of Work doesn’t. The reason this could be an issue is

that it might allow a hacker to perform a double-spend attack.
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The Most Trending FindingsThe Most Trending Findings
Browse our collection of the most thorough Crypto Exchange

related articles, guides & tutorials. Always be in the know & make

informed decisions!

This is when somebody transfers funds to somebody else, but

before the transaction is confirmed, they manage to spend thespend the

funds againfunds again. Under normal circumstances, such an attempt would

be prevented when all of the other miners on the network see it.

Furthermore, because Proof of Work only allows devices to mine on

one chain, the dishonest chain would simply be rejectedsimply be rejected.

On the other hand, in a Proof of Stake model, it doesn't costdoesn't cost

forgers any money to mineforgers any money to mine on multiple chains, possibly allowing

somebody to successfully perform a double-spend. Which is

otherwise known as the "'nothing at stake' problem?

In reality, the Proof of Stake VS Proof of Work argument is

something that will always divide people’s opinionsdivide people’s opinions. However,

seeing as though the original way of how to mine Ethereum is going

to be changed, it's clear to see which mechanism is the most

favored.

CRYPTO

Bitcoin MiningBitcoin Mining
Hardware: How toHardware: How to
Choose the BestChoose the Best
OneOne
Best Bitcoin mining
hardware: Your top
choices for choosing the
best Bitcoin mining
hardware for building the
ultimate Bitcoin mining
machine.

CRYPTO

Monero Mining: FullMonero Mining: Full
Guide on How toGuide on How to
Mine MoneroMine Monero
Learn how to mine
Monero, in this full
Monero mining guide.

CRYPTO

What is SegWit andWhat is SegWit and
How it WorksHow it Works
ExplainedExplained
Wondering what is SegWit
and how does it work?
Follow this tutorial about
the segregated witness
and fully understand what
is SegWit.
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Proof of Work VS Proof of Stake:Proof of Work VS Proof of Stake:
The ConclusionThe Conclusion
That’s the end of my Proof of Work VS Proof of Stake guide! If you

have read it from start to finish, you should now have a good

understanding of how each consensus mechanism works, and how

they differ from one another.

Proof of WorkProof of Work is the current way how to mine Ethereum, Bitcoin,

Dash, and some other cryptocurrencies. However, you should now

be fully aware of the many issues associated with Proof of Work.

This includes the amount of electricity it requires amount of electricity it requires, the

centralizationcentralization of powerof power that mining pools now have, and the

threats of a 51% attackthreats of a 51% attack.

I have also listed some of the solutions that the Proof of StakeProof of Stake

modelmodel brings to the cryptocurrency industry. However, as

blockchain technology becomes more advanced, lots of other

consensus algorithms are hitting the market, all with their pros and

cons.

Now, if you managed to mine yourself a good amount of

cryptocurrencies, you should make sure to keep them in secure

wallets. Ledger Nano XLedger Nano X and Trezor Model TTrezor Model T are among the mostmost

recommended optionsrecommended options. Also, if you decide to exchange them to

other coins, choose reliable crypto exchanges, such as CoinbaseCoinbase

and BinanceBinance. 

LEDGER NANO XLEDGER NANO X TREZOR MODEL TTREZOR MODEL T

Security Level '

2FA Two-factor
Authentification 

'
+ +

https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/ledger-nano-x
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/trezor-model-t
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/coinbase
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/binance
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/ledger-nano-x
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/trezor-model-t
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/ledger-nano-x
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/goon/trezor-model-t
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Multi-signature 
' , +

Pin Code ' + +

Anonimity Level 
'

Backup Type ' 24-word Recovery Phrase24-word Recovery Phrase 12-word Recovery Phrase12-word Recovery Phrase

Private Key
Owner ' YouYou YouYou

Full Wallet
Control '

Table: Ledger Nano X and Trezor Model T security comparison. 
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Is Ethereum Proof of Work or Stake?Is Ethereum Proof of Work or Stake?

EthereumEthereum, just like Bitcoin and many other popular

cryptocurrencies, uses a Proof of Work systemProof of Work system. It's

mainly used to determine how the blockchain reaches

consensus.

What are the main issues associated withWhat are the main issues associated with
Proof of Work?Proof of Work?

The main issuesmain issues associated with Proof of WorkProof of Work are

the amount of electricity it requires, the

centralization of power that mining pools now have,

and the threats of a 51% attack. 

How to pick the best crypto exchange forHow to pick the best crypto exchange for
yourself?yourself?

Picking out the best crypto exchangebest crypto exchange for yourself,

you should always focus on maintaining a balance

between the essential features that all top crypto

exchanges should have, and those that are important

to you, personally. For example, all of the best

exchanges should possess top-tier securitytop-tier security

features,features, but if you’re looking to trade only the main

cryptocurrencies, you probably don’t really care too

much about the variety of coins available on the

exchange. It’s all a case-by-case scenario!

beginners?beginners?

Reading through various best crypto exchange

reviews online, you’re bound to notice that one of the

things that most of these exchanges have in common

is that they are very simple to use.very simple to use. While some are

more straightforward and beginner-friendly than

others, you shouldn’t encounter any difficulties with

either of the top-rated exchanges. That said, many

users believe that Coinbase is one of the simplerCoinbase is one of the simpler

exchanges on the current market.exchanges on the current market.

What is the difference between a cryptoWhat is the difference between a crypto
exchange and a brokerage?exchange and a brokerage?

In layman’s terms, a cryptocurrency exchange is a

place where you meet and exchangemeet and exchange

cryptocurrencies with another person.cryptocurrencies with another person. The

exchange platform (i.e. Binance) acts as a middleman -

it connects you (your offer or request) with that other

person (the seller or the buyer). With a brokerage,

however, there is no “other person” - you come and

exchange your crypto coins or fiat money withexchange your crypto coins or fiat money with

the platform in question,the platform in question, without the interference

of any third party. When considering cryptocurrency

exchange rankings, though, both of these types of

businesses (exchanges and brokerages) are usually

just thrown under the umbrella term - exchange. This

is done for the sake of simplicity.

https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/what-is-ethereum
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/best-cryptocurrency-exchange
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Are all the top cryptocurrency exchangesAre all the top cryptocurrency exchanges
based in the United States?based in the United States?

No, definitely not! While some of the toptop

cryptocurrency exchangescryptocurrency exchanges are, indeed, based in

the United States (i.e. Coinbase or Kraken), there are

other very well-known industry leaders that areindustry leaders that are

located all over the world.located all over the world. For example, Binance is

based in Tokyo, Japan, while Bittrex is located in

Liechtenstein. While there are many reasons for why

an exchange would prefer to be based in one location

over another, most of them boil down to business

intricacies, and usually have no effect on the user of

the platform.
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